**IMPORTANT**

Please ensure your machine is installed as per the instructions received on top of the machine, before referring to this Quick Guide.

Follow the steps to connect the Hoover OneTouch App to your washing machine.

To use all of the App’s functions you will require NFC technology to connect your mobile phone to the machine.

**NOTE** only ANDROID operating systems currently support NFC connection.

Apple devices do not currently support NFC connection.

**NOTE** - If your device does not have NFC you can still register your machine by following the process changing steps 7 & 8 (No NFC). However you will not be able to interact with the machine, only see the contents of the app.

---

**Android smartphone with NFC technology**

**Android smartphone without NFC technology**

**Android tablet**

**Apple iPhone and iPad**

---

**Step 1**

You will need a home internet network or mobile data enabled on your phone in order to download the App and register the appliance.

To download the Hoover Wizard App, open “Play Store” and search for “Hoover Wizard”.

---

**Step 2**

If your phone has an NFC connection feature ensure it is switched on.

What is NFC?

Near Field Communication (NFC) is a means of communication that enables two electronic devices, one of which is usually a portable device such as a smartphone, to establish communication by bringing them in contact with each other.

Note: Placing the phone on the one touch logo with NFC activated will open the hooveronetooh.com mini site. From this site there is a link to download the App from the play store.

---

**Step 3**

Enter your details including an email address and password.

**NOTE:** you will be required to tick 3 boxes to acknowledge acceptance of the terms of Usage. These are shown under the “show and Accept” button. Scroll up and down to read all the text and accept.

---

**Step 4**

In the homepage, tap on the Washing Machine icon, and then press “Yes”.

---

**Step 5**

Insert the purchase date of your appliance (DD/MM/YYYY) or click on the calendar icon and select the date, then tap on “Proceed”.

---

**Step 6**

Go to your washing machine and look for the “One Touch” logo found on the control panel. If you can see the logo tap the button “Yes I can see the logo”.

**Note:** If your phone is in a case it may need to be removed to connect correctly.

If your device is not NFC enabled please go to Step 7 (No NFC).

---

**Step 7**

Place your smartphone near the One Touch logo on the control panel of the Washing Machine, in order to get the product serial number.

**NOTE:** if you do not know the position of the NFC antenna, slightly move the smartphone in a circular motion over the One Touch logo until the App confirms the data transmission. You may need to remove the case.

If you have problems in succeeding, simply repeat the procedure or continue by manually typing the serial number of the Washing Machine. Tap on “Any problems?”

**Go to Step 9**

---

**Step 8**

A screenshot will summarize the serial number and the model name of your Washing Machine.

Tap on “Confirm”.

---

**Step 7 (No NFC)**

If you are registering the appliance with a non NFC-equipped device, a screenshot will invite you to stop the procedure, and to resume it on an Android smartphone equipped with NFC technology.

If you don’t have NFC technology on your phone, tap on “No”.

---

**Step 8 (No NFC)**

Manually input the 16-digit serial number that you can find on the label placed in the door recess, open the door to see it.

---

**For more information about the connection of your appliance to the App, please visit our website hooveronetooh.com/how-to. Here you will find a video tutorial for registration of the appliance, a complete FAQ and user manuals in the download section.**
Prior to using the voice coach refer to the quick guide overleaf to install the app.

**NOTE:** The Voice Coach function is available only by using the Hoover Wizard App with an Android smartphone equipped with NFC technology.

Register your One Touch Washing Machine on the App, as explained on the first page of this Quick Guide.

Read the screenshot with general instructions on the use of the Voice Coach function, then tap on “Ok”.

Prepare the clothes that you want to wash.

**NOTE** - In order to get the best washing results, we recommend you to sort the clothes according to the different fabrics, colours and stain levels. Also check that they are machine washable. In case of doubt, please refer to the wash care label on the clothes.

When the screen shows the message “Speak now”, pronounce in sequence all the clothes or fabrics that you want to wash, without pauses or further details. At the end of the dictation, the system will automatically move to the next passage.

**NOTE** - Background noises or any pauses during speech may cause the app to not recognize your voice.

Prepare the washing program for your clothes.

When the screen shows the message “Speak now”, pronounce in sequence all the clothes or fabrics that you want to wash, without pauses or further details. At the end of the dictation, the system will automatically move to the next passage.

**NOTE** - Background noises or any pauses during speech may cause the app to not recognize your voice.

Tap on the microphone icon.

NOTE - The Voice Coach system can only recognize the words of the vocabulary used in the language set on your smartphone.

Tap on “Ok” and confirm your choice.

When the screen shows the message “Speak now”, pronounce in sequence all the clothes or fabrics that you want to wash, without pauses or further details. At the end of the dictation, the system will automatically move to the next passage.

**NOTE** - Background noises or any pauses during speech may cause the app to not recognize your voice.

Speak now.

When the screen shows the message “Speak now”, pronounce in sequence all the clothes or fabrics that you want to wash, without pauses or further details. At the end of the dictation, the system will automatically move to the next passage.

**NOTE** - Background noises or any pauses during speech may cause the app to not recognize your voice.

Speak now.
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**NOTE** - Background noises or any pauses during speech may cause the app to not recognize your voice.

Speak now.

When the screen shows the message “Speak now”, pronounce in sequence all the clothes or fabrics that you want to wash, without pauses or further details. At the end of the dictation, the system will automatically move to the next passage.

**NOTE** - Background noises or any pauses during speech may cause the app to not recognize your voice.

Speak now.

When the screen shows the message “Speak now”, pronounce in sequence all the clothes or fabrics that you want to wash, without pauses or further details. At the end of the dictation, the system will automatically move to the next passage.

**NOTE** - Background noises or any pauses during speech may cause the app to not recognize your voice.

Speak now.
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